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Age old questions:

Particle physicists study the 
properties of the smallest known
building blocks of matter:

•What are we made of?
•What are the most fundamental
constituents of Nature?

•What are they?
•How do they interact?
•What are their properties?



Particle Physics has come a long way over
the past 100 years...

From the early days...

Pierre and Marie Curie and their assistant



...through the nuclear period...

The “gadget” The Trinity test Oppenheimer and Groves



...to modern day particle accelerators:

The LHC in Geneva The ATLAS detector
17 miles circumference



The fundamental matter particles

Also need forces
that keep these 
together!



Four basic forces:

•Electromagnetic force: 
                   electricity, radiowaves, light
●Weak force:
                   origin of radioactivity
•Strong force: 
                   origin of energy from sun, binds nuclei
•Gravitational force:
                   motion of planets, rockets,...

Gravity very weak – a small magnet can balance the 
effect of the ENTIRE Earth, NOT relevant in accelerators, BUT:

Only one type of gravitational charge, add up – very 
relevant over long distances (while E&M charges cancel)



Force between particles: exchange of force 
carrying particle

For example: Electromagnetic force



Electromagnetic force

Electric force is described by
emission and absorption of 
photon – the force carrier of 
electromagnetism

“Quantum Electrodynamics”

Feynman



Weak Interactions
Just like electrodynamics, EXCEPT

•Mediating particle MASSIVE
•Mediating particle CHARGED

•Instead of photon, mediating
particles W and Z bosons
•Otherwise theory just like 
the previous one



Unified theory of electroweak interactions
The theorists who predicted the W and Z bosons

Glashow Salam Weinberg
Cornell undergrad Cornell undergrad



The discovery of the Z-particle at CERN (Geneva) in 1982

The first event... Champagne for the Nobel prize
Rubbia and van der Meer 1984



Strong Interactions
Just like electrodynamics, EXCEPT

•Fundamental particles quarks
•Emission of mediating particle
very high probability -- strong 
interaction...

•Instead of photon, mediating 
particle gluon (“glues” the quarks
into bound state protons, etc)
•Otherwise theory just like 
the previous one



Quarks

•Basic strongly interacting objects
•Never visible as free particles -- confined
•Form bound states, glued together proton

Gell-Mann

Allows to make sense of the 100's of particles observed...



•Very counter intuitive result
•Interaction gets weaker at high energies
•Strong interaction NOT ALWAYS STRONG!
•Nobel prize of 2004!                                                            

Gross Politzer Wilczek

Asymptotic freedom of strong interactions





However, some very fundamental questions not or partially 
answered!
1. Why do particles have a mass?
2. Why are we made of matter (and not anti-matter)?
3. What gives most of the mass of the galaxies?
4. What gives most of the mass of the Universe?



•Entire space is filled with Higgs condensate
•Interaction with condensate slows down motion
•Effectively appears as if particles massive

Somewhat like aether theory, but relativistic (need scalar!)



Fvisc = −bv

Fturb = −bv2

FHiggs = −ba

�Ftot =
�

i

�Fi − b�a = 0
�

i

�Fi = b�a

•Analogy: like a viscous force slowing down the motion
•Ping-pong ball dragged in honey
•More precise analogy:

Different damping forces

b: effective mass



There should be a Higgs field

Excitations of Higgs field: Higgs boson



The Higgs discovery: LHC at CERN
European Center for Particle Physics, Geneva, Switzerland

17 miles circumference (multi-billion dollars...)



The Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
Over 6000 scientists, 500 Universities from 80 countries...





LHC facts

•9300 magnets

•Biggest refrigerator in the World: 10800 t liquid 
N, 60 t liquid He to cool to 1.9 K

•Protons accelerated to 7 TeV (first run at 3.5 TeV)

•Ultra-high vacuum: 10-13 atm



LHC facts

•600 million collisions per second

•Timing 10-9 s accuracy

•Tracks 10-6 m accuracy

•Biggest supercomputer: data will fill
100 000 DVD’s per year…



LHC startup September 10, 2008

First image from CMS
debris of particles in
calorimeters



LHC startup September 10, 2008

First image from CMS
debris of particles in
calorimeters

BUT…



Incident on 9/19/08: magnetic quench
He leak

•About 1/3 of magnets in one section damaged
•Took ~1 year to repair until November of 2009 
•To avoid similar problem initial energy was 7(8) TeV



First 7 TeV collisions of 3/30 2010

One of the first actual event from CMS!



The difficulty...



July 4, 2012



July 4, 2012



Higgs discovery 

5.2 H → ZZ 11
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Figure 3: The diphoton invariant mass distribution with each event weighted by the S/(S+ B)
value of its category. The lines represent the fitted background and signal, and the coloured

bands represent the ±1 and ±2 standard deviation uncertainties on the background estimate.

The inset shows the central part of the unweighted invariant mass distribution.

H→γγ in CMS



Higgs discovery 

Combination of all channels in ATLAS



2013 Nobel prize for Higgs & Englert 



But: why is there a condensate to begin with?

•What stabilizes the condensate?
•Is the Higgs really a fundamental field?

LHC is also looking for physics related to these 
issues



A nice analogy

•A particle enters a hot thermal bath (T~MPl)
•It collides with the very energetic particles
•When it exits its energy is ~Mweak<<MPl

E~TeV

T~MPl

E~TeV

(R. Rattazzi)



Supersymmetry
•Every known particle would have a “superpartner” 
•Would explain why condensate is formed

The Economist magazine's view of supersymmetry...



Supersymmetry
•Every known particle would have a “superpartner” 
•Would explain why condensate is formed

Should appear (should have appeared?) in the range of the 
LHC!

electron                  selectron
quark                      squark
gauge boson           gaugino
Higgs                      higgsino

Every SM particle        Superpartner



Puzzle #2. Why are we made of matter
 (and not anti-matter)?



•For every particle, there exists an ANTI-particle:
 just like particle, but opposite charge(s)

Electron Positron

Proton Antiproton

•Everything around us made of matter (not ANTI-matter)

Why?



•Matter and anti-matter annihilate into radiation





Before annihilation: for 
10 000 000 000 antimatter
10 000 000 001 matter 
particles 

•What causes this tiny
asymmetry?

•No one really knows
•One of the hot topics of
research

•Without this asymmetry
we would not be around...



•Sakharov formulated the conditions
under which such asymmetry can form. 
•Are these conditions satisfied in the
Standard Model?
•Need to know parameters very 
precisely...



The Cornell Electron Storage Ring
Pioneered measurements of parameters related to asymmetry



Bethe and McDaniel in the tunnel under Cornell in 1968



The CLEO detector at Cornell

A collaboration of 150 physicists
from 25 universities right here at
Cornell



Want to find out if standard model has built-in asymmetry of
matter and anti-matter



New experiment under construction in Japan to measure relevant 
parameters of SM to high precision



Puzzle #3. Where is all the matter in the Universe? 

Some invisible matter seems to be pulling the stars...





What could be the dark matter?

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles
 Heavy stable particles

 Amazingly, supersymmetry, extra dim.
 do have particles like that...

WIMPs

For now we don't know...

Search for dark matter:

1. LHC could detect WIMP
2. Directly detect DM via recoil of nuclei



Search for dark matter

Recoil of nuclei: e.g. LUX experiment



Search for dark matter

Can also be searched at LHC



Puzzle# 4. What makes up most of the energy 
in the Universe?

How do we know?



•Einstein originally thought Universe is static (stars did not seem
to move on the sky)
•But his theory of gravity (general relativity) seemed to predict that
Universe should be EXPANDING
•To reconcile, he introduced “cosmological constant” – a fudge 
factor in his theory that can give static Universe



But Universe is EXPANDING

Hubble's law

Cosmological constant Einstein's “biggest blunder”?



How does the Universe expand?
•Depends on HOW MUCH matter
•Depends on WHAT KIND of matter (relativistic? 
  non-relativistic?,...)



Adam Riess

Saul Perlmutter





What is this myterious dark energy?
•Einstein's cosmological constant?
•Some other mysterious field?
•Maybe gravitational laws are different at these distances?

We really don't know, need
to keep looking more...



Other ways of checking if there is dark energy
•Measuring cosmic microwave background radiation

•Gravitational lensing, galaxy counts,...

All seem to imply there is dark energy



Summary
Some of the most fundamental questions:

•What is the origin of mass? - Higgs, why condensate, 
light?

•What is the origin of matter?

•What is dark matter?

•What is dark energy?

•We hope to answer at least some of these within the
 next decade!
•Bright future for particle physics and cosmology!


